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ABSTRACT

OBJECTIVE: To develop a model to assess the impact of a program of testing surgeons for human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) on the risk of HIV acquisition by their patients.

DESIGN: A Monte Carlo simulation model of physician-to-patient transmission of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection using three different rates of physician-to-patient transmission per percutaneous exposure event (0.15%, 0.3%, 0.6%). Data from the model were developed from a review of the medical literature and from subjective probability estimates when data were not available. We used this model to estimate on a national basis the annual number of cases of HIV transmission from surgeons to patients with and without surgeon testing and practice limitations.

RESULTS: The annual number of transmitted cases would range from 0.5 (±0.3), assuming a surgeon HIV prevalence of 0.1% and a surgeon-to-patient transmission rate of 0.15%, to 36.9 (±11.6), assuming a surgeon HIV prevalence of 2% and a surgeon-to-patient transmission rate of 0.6%. After one screening cycle, a mandatory screening program would be expected to reduce the annual transmissions to 0.05 (±0.03) and 3.1 (±1.1), respectively.

CONCLUSION: Patients are at low risk of acquiring HIV infection from an infected physician during an invasive procedure. The potential costs of such a program extended beyond the costs of testing and counseling. In communities with high HIV prevalence, screening surgeons and limiting their practices may decrease patient access to care. A disability insurance program also would be required to protect surgeons and trainees performing invasive procedures. Screening surgeons for HIV infection would be a costly undertaking that would reduce but not completely eliminate this risk (Infect Control Hosp Epidemiol 1994;15:147-155).

INTRODUCTION

The apparent transmission of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) from an infected dentist to five of his patients has heightened concerns on the part of the American public about the safety of the healthcare setting. This has raised the question of appropriate
TABLE 1
MODEL INPUTS FOR MONTE CARLO SIMULATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Parameter</th>
<th>Model Value</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Single Data Points:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated inpatient HIV prevalence</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td></td>
<td>(22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual percutaneous occupational blood exposures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attendings</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>(26.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residents</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>(25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical students</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td></td>
<td>(25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgical professionals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attendings</td>
<td>100,205</td>
<td></td>
<td>(29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residents</td>
<td>21,818</td>
<td></td>
<td>(29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduating medical students</td>
<td>2,434</td>
<td></td>
<td>(30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk modification factor</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td></td>
<td>(31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous Data Points: Objective</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk of surgeon seroconversion following percutaneous exposure to infected blood</td>
<td>0.3% (CI$_{95}$ = 0.1% to 0.7%)</td>
<td>Poisson</td>
<td>(28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of window period</td>
<td>2.1 months (CI$_{95}$ = 0 to 5.8)</td>
<td>Log-Normal</td>
<td>(37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous Data Points: Subjective</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First ELISA sensitivity</td>
<td>98.5% (range 97% to 100%)</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>(35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First ELISA specificity</td>
<td>99.5% (range 99.4% to 99.6%)</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>(35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second ELISA sensitivity</td>
<td>98.5% (range 97% to 100%)</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>(35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second ELISA specificity</td>
<td>60% (range 50% to 70%)</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>(35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western blot sensitivity</td>
<td>96% (range 94.5% to 97.5%)</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>(35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western blot specificity</td>
<td>99.4% (range 99.3% to 99.5%)</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>(35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incidence conversion ratio (author’s estimate)</td>
<td>8 (range 4 to 12)</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Discrete Data Points:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevalence (author’s estimate)</td>
<td>0.1%, 0.25%, 0.5%, 0.75%, 1%, 2%</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surgeon-to-patient transmission rate (author’s estimate)</td>
<td>0.15%, 0.3%, 0.6%</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

clinical activities of HIV-infected healthcare providers, especially those who perform invasive procedures. Most professional organizations, including the American College of Physicians and the American Medical Association, support voluntary practice limitations, whereas several federal and state legislators have proposed mandatory HIV testing of surgeons who perform invasive procedures, with mandatory practice limitations for those who test positive. Legislation proposed in the U.S. Congress includes a provision that certain practicing HIV-infected physicians would be subject to large fines and imprisonment if they did not notify patients of their HIV status.

The debate over screening surgeons for HIV infection has proceeded with incomplete data and, until recently, without quantitative analysis. At this time, there are three major areas of controversy: 1) the risk of patients' acquiring HIV from infected surgeons; 2) the reduction in physician-to-patient HIV transmission as a result of a program of screening surgeons for HIV infection; and 3) the costs and consequences of implementing a mandatory HIV screening program for surgeons on practice patterns and patient access to care. Data that might resolve these questions are not fully available.

This article describes our analysis of the public health ramifications of a program that annually screens all surgeons in the United States for HIV infection. We used decision analytic techniques to model HIV transmission between surgeons and their patients in order to estimate the risk to surgeons and their patients of acquiring HIV infection in the healthcare setting. Decision analysis is a useful means of interpreting the limited data available for this public health proposal. It offers a comprehensive approach to the analysis of the clinical problem, and yet it is flexible enough to allow us to assess how the uncertainty surrounding current data estimates affect the results of the analysis.

Finally, we will discuss the public health and the broader public policy implications of instituting mandatory screening of surgeons for HIV infection.
based on the analysis we present in this article.

**METHODS**

**Overview**

We developed a Monte Carlo simulation model of physician-to-patient transmission of HIV infection to assess the risk of HIV transmission from surgeons to patients and the potential for a screening program to decrease this risk. Data for this model were derived from a review of the literature and from subjective probability estimates when data were not available. Multiple runs of the model were performed to assess the impact of alternate subjective assumptions on the rate of transmission of HIV infection from surgeons to patients and to test the stability of the transmission model results to changes in the assumptions used in the analysis. In this model and in our subsequent discussion, we assumed that surgeons identified as infected with the HIV virus subsequently would be excluded from performing invasive procedures (practice limitations).

**Transmission and Screening Model**

We used Monte Carlo simulation to develop a model for HIV transmission and screening. Monte Carlo simulation is a method of decision modeling that is used to model complex situations characterized by incomplete data. The simulation approach was used to address this problem to help understand any potential interaction among key data points and to develop variance estimates for the results of our analysis. Monte Carlo simulation requires the computer to draw inputs for each run of the model randomly from the defined distribution for each input variable. The model is based on the data elements presented in Table 1: the factors that relate to the risk of HIV transmission from surgeons to patients and to the effectiveness of a surgeon screening program to reduce this risk.

In our model, each screening cycle is conducted simultaneously for all surgeons in the United States. A result based upon four years of screening of all surgeons represents one run of the model. Data elements for each run of the model are described in Table 1. Single data points were taken as fixed values in each run of the model. At the start of each run, values were selected randomly for each of the continuous data points based on the properties of the distributions of these parameters. Results were calculated for each of the multiple discrete data points for each run of the model.

The number of incident cases among surgeons for a given year is the sum of the number of incident HIV-positive residents and attending surgeons plus the number of prevalent and incident cases among new residents (graduating medical students entering postgraduate surgical training). Surgeons with a true-negative or false-negative test were retested in the subsequent year. Surgeons with a true-positive or false-positive test were removed from the population and not included in subsequent cycles (Figure).

The model follows the population of surgeons in the U.S. through four annual screening cycles. A four-year time frame is used because at that point the model reaches equilibrium (the estimated number of transmissions to patients remains stable despite additional testing). The transmission of HIV infection from surgeons to patients for an unscreened surgeon population is calculated for the first year of the analysis.

**Simulation Parameters**

The Monte Carlo simulation is based on probability distributions of model parameters when the distributions are known. For variables with unknown distributions, we developed subjective probability distributions using the range of parameter estimates reported in the literature as the limits of the distribution. When a normal distribution was assumed, the reported range was truncated to allow uniform distribution around a best-case estimate that served as the mean. The standard deviation ($\sigma$) was calculated from the following formula:

$$\sigma = \frac{5 \cdot \text{range}}{3}$$

The Poisson distribution was used to approximate the binomial distribution for the risk of transmission following percutaneous exposure. We modeled time from HIV exposure to seroconversion as an exponential hazard function, with the window period (the half-time of the exponential function) following a log-normal distribution. All model parameters were drawn randomly for each iteration of the model. All
data distributions are listed in Table 1. The simulation model was run 1,000 times for each of the three physician-to-patient transmission rates (0.15%, 0.3%, 0.6%) at each of the seven specified physician HIV prevalence rates (0.1%, 0.25%, 0.5%, 0.75%, 1%, 1.5%, 2%).

PREVALENCE OF HIV INFECTION

Data on the prevalence of HIV infection in surgeons, hospital inpatients, and various outpatient populations were obtained from a review of the literature. Most of the data come from prevalence studies of HIV infection conducted by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) that focus on segments of the population other than healthcare providers. Only one self-selected cohort of surgeons has been studied to determine HIV prevalence.

The prevalence of HIV infection has been reported in several populations that may not be representative of the general population. The National Clinical Laboratory Survey determined overall HIV prevalence to be 0.89% (0.34% among women and 1.6% among men) using outpatient complete blood count laboratory specimens drawn from a sample of 5 million patients. The Sentinel Hospital HIV Surveillance Study, a survey of patients admitted to 26 hospitals in 21 cities in the United States and Puerto Rico, estimated an overall prevalence among all U.S. hospital admissions of 0.9%. The American Red Cross found a 0.039% prevalence of HIV infection among first-time blood donors, a group self-selected for low HIV risk. In the single published study of surgeons, 2 of 3,420 orthopedists tested voluntarily at the 1991 American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons meeting were HIV-positive, representing a prevalence of 0.06% (95% confidence interval [CI] 0 to 0.18%). This cohort represented only about half of the surgeons attending the meeting.

We ran our transmission and screening model using seven baseline surgeon prevalence rates ranging from 0.1% to 2%. The 0.9% overall prevalence from the Sentinel Hospital HIV Surveillance Study was used as the best-case estimate of inpatient HIV prevalence.

INCIDENCE OF HIV INFECTION IN SURGEONS

The annual incidence of HIV infection among American healthcare workers is unknown. We modeled annual surgeon incidence of HIV infection based on two potential sources of transmission, occupational and nonoccupational.

The occupational transmission rate was calculated from several retrospective studies of percutaneous blood exposures of surgeons at different stages of training. Attending surgeons were estimated to experience a median of 4.2 percutaneous blood exposure episodes per 1,000 hours of surgery. Based on a median work-year of 720 hours of surgery, the average attending surgeon would have 3.1 percutaneous exposures per year. Surgical residents were estimated to incur an average of 4.2 exposures per year and medical students 1.3. We used these training-stage exposure rates in our analysis.

By combining several prospective studies of healthcare workers, Henderson et al. found the risk of HIV seroconversion following an occupational percutaneous exposure to blood of an HIV-infected patient to be 0.3% (CI95 = 0.1% to 0.7%). We modeled the annual number of instances of HIV transmission from patients to surgeons as the product of the baseline inpatient HIV prevalence, the number of percutaneous exposures per surgeon per year, and the risk of seroconversion following an occupational exposure to HIV infected blood. A survey by the American Medical Association identified 100,205 surgical attendings (including general, thoracic, colorectal, and pediatric surgeons, orthopedists, and urologists) and 21,818 surgical residents as of January 1, 1989. The National Resident Matching Program reported 2,438 graduating medical students entering surgical residencies in 1992.

Nonoccupational transmission occurs mostly through high-risk behavior. We modeled nonoccupational transmission based on the prevalence of HIV infection in the general population because there are no primary data on the incidence of HIV infection among surgeons. First, we modeled the incidence of HIV based on the following formula:

\[
\text{incidence} = \text{prevalence} \times \text{risk modification factor} \\
\frac{\text{incidence conversion factor}}{1}
\]

We included a risk modification factor because of the recently observed decrease in the incidence of HIV in several populations as knowledge of HIV transmission has grown. The 0.59 value used in this report is based on the serial calculated incidence of HIV infection in army personnel. We calculated an incidence conversion factor to relate the prevalence of HIV infection to the current annual incidence of this disease. The model is based on a mean incidence conversion factor of 8 (range, 4 to 12); this is our best estimate of the ratio of HIV prevalence to HIV incidence, based on changes in the patterns of acquired immune deficiency syndrome cases reported over time.

HIV SCREENING

The screening protocol we modeled is the current standard of practice as recommended by the
All subjects are screened by an initial enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) test. Those with a positive ELISA test then are confirmed with a second ELISA. If both ELISAs are positive, a confirmatory Western blot test is done. Positive HIV tests require two positive ELISA tests and a positive Western blot. All other test results are considered a negative test. A test sequence that is positive on the first ELISA but negative on the second ELISA is considered negative. Likewise, two positive ELISA assays and a negative Western blot also are considered negative.

The sensitivity and specificity of screening protocols recently have been reviewed. In our model, the first ELISA was assigned to have a sensitivity of 98.5% (range, 97% to 100%), and a specificity of 99.5% (range, 99.4% to 99.6%). The conditional sensitivity of the second ELISA is unchanged, while the conditional specificity of the second ELISA is 60% (range, 50% to 70%). The sensitivity and specificity of the Western blot test was taken as 96% (range, 94.5% to 97.5%) and 99.4% (range, 99.3% to 99.5%) respectively.

For incident cases, a window period was modeled. A window period is defined as the time period following HIV infection where the surgeon has not yet developed a positive antibody response to the HIV virus. Thus, during the window period, the surgeon is HIV-infected but the ELISA is negative. This window period creates a pool of false-negative subjects for each round of HIV testing. The median duration of the window period was estimated at 2.1 months (CI95 = 0 to 5.8 months). As a conservative assumption, incident cases were assumed to occur at the beginning of the year at the time of screening. Thus, in the model, infected surgeons in the window period and surgeons who test falsely negative in the previous test cycle have the potential to transmit HIV infection to patients in a given year.

RISK OF TRANSMISSION TO PATIENTS

There currently are no data that provide reliable estimates of the risk of HIV transmission from an infected physician performing an invasive procedure to his or her patient. More than 15,000 patients now have been screened as part of several look-back programs assessing HIV transmission from infected physicians to patients, and no proven cases of surgeon-to-patient HIV transmission have been identified. The power to detect an infrequent event such as physician to patient transmission of HIV infection is low in this nonrandom sample of surgical patients. The risk of transmission from an HIV infected surgeon to his or her patients has been estimated as 1 per 41,600 to 1 per 416,000 cases, based on the likelihood of reciprocal exposure to blood and on physician occupational seroconversion data following occupational exposure.

We developed a model of transmission from surgeons to patient based on the assumption of reciprocal risk of HIV transmission following a mutual percutaneous occupational exposure. Blood exposures may be mutual between surgeons and patients (ie, injuries occurring during an operation such as a scalpel wound) or nonmutual, where a physician is exposed to the patient's blood (ie, needlesticks resulting from capping accidents or from faulty use of needleboxes). Patients are at risk for acquiring HIV infection from surgeons only from mutual exposures. Among surgical residents, nonmutual exposures represent 17% of all exposures. The patient exposure rate was calculated by multiplying the physician injury rate by 0.83, the mutual exposure rate for surgeons.

The patient risk of seroconversion following a mutual exposure episode is not known. It may be equal to the reported healthcare worker conversion rate; it may be lower because during a mutual exposure the physician's blood may still not be in contact with a patient (ie, even a damaged glove may protect the patient), or it may be higher since the surgeon's blood may come readily into direct contact with a patient's exposed membranes during an invasive procedure. In our primary analysis, we modeled the patient transmission rate using the healthcare worker transmission rate of 0.3% (CI95 = 0.1% to 0.7%), half this rate or 0.15% (CI95 = 0% to 0.4%) and double this rate or 0.6% (CI95 = 0.3% to 1%).

Risk per Procedure

Based upon the estimated 39,129,000 procedures performed in nonfederal, acute care hospitals in the United States in 1988, we calculated the risk of physician-to-patient HIV transmission per procedure performed in the United States.

Sensitivity Analysis

This HIV transmission and screening model is based on a number of extrapolations from the literature. Sensitivity analysis is used to examine the impact of uncertainty of estimates of variables on the model results. Sensitivity analysis was incorporated into the primary analysis by using seven different physician HIV prevalence rates and by using three different physician-to-patient HIV transmission rates. In addition, all model outputs include both mean and standard deviation values. Although this method allows assessment of the interaction of model parameters on the results of the analysis, it does not provide an assessment of the dependence of the overall analysis on each data element.
RESULTS

In the absence of testing surgeons for HIV, the model estimates that between 0.5 (±0.3) and 36.9 (±11.6) cases of HIV occur annually in the United States as a result of HIV transmission to patients from exposure to HIV-infected surgeons performing invasive procedures (Tables 2, 3, and 4).

After one year of a mandatory screening program with practice limitations on surgeons who test positive for HIV infection, the risk of transmission from surgeons to patients is reduced by 90% to 92% to between 0.05 (±0.03) and 3.1 (±1.1) and an additional 66% to 67% in its second year, as false-negative surgeons from the previous screening cycle are detected in the subsequent screening cycle. No further incremental benefit accrues from subsequent annual testing cycles.

The risk of physician-to-patient HIV transmission per procedure performed in the United States ranges from 0.01 to 0.9 per million procedures without testing to 0.001 to 0.08 per million procedures with testing (Table 5).

Sensitivity Analysis

Sensitivity analysis was incorporated into the primary analysis by using seven different physician HIV prevalence rates and by using three different physician-to-patient HIV transmission rates. Again, all model outputs include both mean and standard deviation values (Tables 2, 3, and 4). At a transmission rate of 0.15%, we report a range of 0.5±0.3 to 10.2±6.1 cases of surgeon-to-patient HIV transmission, a twentyfold difference in the number of cases. At a transmission rate of 0.3%, we report a range of 1±0.4 to 19.3±8.1 cases of surgeon-to-patient HIV transmission, a nineteenfold difference in the number of cases. Finally, at a transmission rate of 0.6%, we report a range of 1.8±0.6 to 36.8±11.6 cases of surgeon-to-patient HIV transmission, a twentyfold difference in the number of cases.

DISCUSSION

The desire to protect the general public from acquiring HIV infection while receiving medical care has led some to propose a policy mandating screening of certain healthcare workers for HIV infection. We have developed a model to estimate the magnitude of this risk based on HIV prevalence rates among surgeons performing invasive procedures. Although any healthcare worker is a potential source of HIV infection to a patient, we chose to focus upon surgeons because they suffer frequent percutaneous injuries while in intimate contact with patient mucous membranes, making them likely occupational recipients and transmitters of a bloodborne pathogen such as HIV. Further, the benefits of HIV screening and practice limitation for HIV-infected physicians would be expected to be greatest for this group of providers.

Several major conclusions may be drawn from our results. First, even without physician screening for HIV, the risk of a patient's becoming infected with HIV from a surgeon is very low, less than other commonly accepted risks currently faced in the healthcare setting. For instance, the risk of HIV transmission from a unit of screened blood is approximately 6.5 per 1 million units.41 Because 18 million blood units of components are transfused annually in the United States (Sandler J, American Red Cross, January 10, 1992, personal communication), 117 cases of HIV infection in blood product recipients are expected annually, assuming a transmission rate of 100% per infected blood product infused. The nation-
TABLE 5
PATIENT RISK OF ACQUIRING HIV INFECTION PER SURGICAL PROCEDURE IN THE UNITED STATES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Untested</th>
<th>After First Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1% prevalence</td>
<td>0.01/1,000,000</td>
<td>0.001/1,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05% transmission rate</td>
<td>0.25/1,000,000</td>
<td>0.02/1,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.06% prevalence</td>
<td>0.09/1,000,000</td>
<td>0.08/1,000,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Data based on a surgeon-to-patient transmission rate of 0.6% per mutual exposure.

wide estimate of the number of cases of HIV transmissions from blood products is more than twice the highest and 10 times the lowest baseline transmissions calculated in our model without surgeon screening.

Second, a screening program cannot remove all risk from exposure of an HIV-infected physician during an invasive procedure. While the HIV screening test is one of the most sensitive and most specific diagnostic tests ever developed, even in the best hands it is not perfect. Because of lab error, test imperfections, and the window period observed in the early stages of new infections, some HIV-infected surgeons will have false-negative test results. Other physicians will become infected in the interval between test cycles. Thus, a physician screening program cannot eliminate all risk of transmission in the healthcare setting. The decision to screen surgeons, therefore, should consider the incremental impact of the program on the public's health.

Third, the model assumes that without compulsory testing, no surgeon undergoes HIV testing. Many surgeons do get tested for a variety of reasons. Thus, the model's estimates of risk in an untested state constitutes upper bounds. The incremental risk reductions brought about through a compulsory testing program also are upper bounds. Actual impact from implementation of a surgeon HIV testing and practice limitation program would result in somewhat lower benefits than those presented here.

Impact of a Screening Program

A program of screening surgeons for HIV has the potential for significant ramifications on the cost of care.

Disability insurance for surgeons, housestaff, and medical students may not provide coverage for HIV infection under current policies. Further, housestaff disability policies do not provide adequate protection for young families because the income of physicians is artificially low during residency, and disability insurance is based on actual earnings at the time of disability. Medical students generally are not covered by any disability insurance coverage despite the fact that they are involved routinely in patient care activities as part of their educational experience, where they face the risk of HIV exposure. Creating an adequate physician disability insurance fund for physicians and physicians in training is an unrecognized, and currently underfunded, cost of an HIV screening program.

Even on a nominal level, an HIV screening program for surgeons itself is somewhat costly. The CDC estimated the cost of testing and counseling at $47 for an HIV-negative person and $115 for an HIV-positive person. Healthcare professionals, including surgeons, require such counseling because their questions and concerns may be more complex than those expressed by patients undergoing HIV screening. Extrapolated to the 122,000 surgical attendings and residents in the United States, HIV testing of surgeons will cost approximately $8.7 million per test cycle. Moreover, a screening program will cost an additional $6 to $12 million for lost productivity, based on a billing rate of $100/hour based on one half to one full hour per screening visit.

Policy Implications

In the current environment where physicians have limited or inadequate protection from the economic impact of occupationally acquired HIV disease, physicians already may have routine HIV testing performed after occupational injuries to help prove that HIV transmission was occupationally related. These tests may help physicians seek early treatment if they are HIV-positive or consider an earlier practice limitation program.
Because there is an economic loss engendered by a surgeon who stops operating voluntarily, there needs to be a confidential mechanism established to protect HIV-infected surgeons from any financial loss if they acquire the disease, in order to remove their financial incentive to continue to operate on patients; without such a program, the economic rewards of continued practice would provide a strong incentive for surgeons to continue to practice even though they may appreciate that they are at high risk and ought to undergo HIV testing and/or stop performing invasive procedures.

Limitations

There are several limitations to our analysis. Data for many important clinical variables are limited and of uncertain reliability and validity. Thus, extrapolations and subjective estimates were required to develop model parameters, such as the per exposure risk of transmission from physician to patient and the incidence conversion factor. Further, we did not estimate the number of additional cases that may occur from nonsurgeon sources of transmission of HIV infection in the healthcare setting, including nurses, phlebotomists, and emergency services personnel. Much of the data used in developing our model came from studies reporting data for a small number of patients relative to the actual population of interest. Further, HIV-infected patients may have been late-stage patients with high HIV viral titers as compared with the general population. This analysis includes only general surgeons and not other physicians who may perform invasive procedures (including obstetrician/gynecologists, cardiologists, and interventional radiologists). It is likely that the probability of transmission of HIV from surgeons to patients, like those of sexual transmission, may vary with stage of disease, type of exposure, and with as-yet-unidentified viral factors. In this study, however, we attempted to estimate only the average risk of transmission from surgeons to patients.

Despite extensive investigation, experts from the CDC have been unable to explain why five patients apparently were infected by one dentist in Florida, a point-source spread of the infection. This type of point-source outbreak also has been reported from breakdown of sterile technique in the transmission of bloodborne infection in other healthcare settings. Our model is unable to examine these cases of point-source transmission of HIV infection from surgeon to patients because this type of transmission has not been reported with any predictable frequency.

Given the uncertainty in these data, we have tried to err on the side of overestimating the potential risk to patients of acquiring HIV infection from physician exposure, or of overestimating the potential benefit from screening. For example, we included closed needle (suture) injuries during surgery as exposures despite the fact that there have been no reported cases of HIV transmission through this type of contact. We assumed that the risk for all attending surgeons is uniform, although it is possible that as surgeons advance in their career, the number of potential exposures may decrease, particularly those due to hollow-bore needles used for blood drawing or as intravenous catheters.

We assumed all incident cases occurred at the beginning of the year (limiting the exposure of patients to seropositive surgeons who converted between screening tests). We also constructed the model assuming that there was no effective prophylaxis for exposed physicians or patients. Furthermore, we developed an analysis incorporating wide ranges for all of our model input estimates. However, there still may be a high degree of error in our data. Clearly, this model will need to be reexamined as better data on key parameters become available.

We did not assess the impact of improved testing technologies on these results, nor did we examine the option to test only subgroups of surgeons for HIV infection. Finally, we did not compare the costs of this program to the costs of other public health measures designed to prevent the spread of HIV infection, such as drug treatment or needle exchange programs.

SUMMARY

The risk of an individual's acquiring HIV infection from a physician is extremely low. On a national basis, the number of patients acquiring HIV infection from a surgeon without a screening program is less than half the estimated number of patients acquiring HIV from blood products after the blood products have been screened. As a public health program, a surgeon screening program cannot reduce the magnitude of the risk to patients of acquiring HIV from a surgeon to zero. The cost of such a program would be high, and the impact of an HIV screening program would be felt throughout the healthcare system. It might lead to decreased access to care for underserved populations in areas where the HIV epidemic is most prevalent. A voluntary program excluding HIV-infected surgeons from high-risk practices may provide an additional margin of safety to patients from this low risk of HIV transmission. But adequate economic safeguards for surgeons in the form of noncancelable, reasona-
bly priced disability insurance and/or life insurance will be important incentives for HIV-infected surgeons to limit their professional practice voluntarily.
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